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We perform Ramsey interferometry on an ultracold 87Rb ensemble confined in an optical dipole
trap. We use a pi-pulse set at the middle of the interferometer to restore the coherence of the spin
ensemble by canceling out phase inhomogeneities and creating a spin echo in the contrast. However,
for high atomic densities, we observe the opposite behavior: the pi-pulse accelerates the dephasing
of the spin ensemble leading to a faster contrast decay of the interferometer. We understand this
phenomenon as a competition between the spin-echo technique and an exchange-interaction driven
spin self-rephasing mechanism based on the identical spin rotation effect. Our experimental data is
well reproduced by a numerical model.
PACS numbers: 05.30.-d, 37.25.+k, 32.80.Qk, 67.85.-d
A long coherence time is crucial for the coherent ma-
nipulation of quantum systems. In quantum information,
high-precision spectroscopy as well as in atom interfer-
ometry, preventing pure quantum states from decaying
into a statistical mixture is challenging. In particular,
when manipulating trapped ensembles, particles expe-
rience different trapping potentials and their spins pre-
cess at different rates creating a deleterious dephasing
of coherences. Several techniques have been developed
to overcome this limitation and to extend the coherence
of the spin ensemble. The use of a magic wavelength
for optically trapped atomic clouds [1, 2], the addition
of a compensating field [3] or the mutual compensation
scheme in magnetically trapped Rb ensembles [4] have
been demonstrated. All such techniques, however, only
reduce the dephasing that is slowed down but never can-
celed.
A widespread technique that cancels out inhomoge-
neous dephasing is to create a spin echo via a pi-pulse
as originally thought of for NMR spectroscopy [5] and
later on extended to cold gases [6]. The spin-echo tech-
nique reverses the inhomogeneous dephasing of a spin en-
semble, which significantly increases the coherence time
of the quantum system. Especially, inertial atomic sen-
sors highly benefit from spin-echo techniques as, for sym-
metric interferometers, it cancels out unwanted clock ef-
fects [7], enabling unprecedented high sensitivities on the
measurement of inertial forces [8–13]. In such configura-
tions, however, dephasing sources originating from atom
transverse motion [14, 15] can only be tackled by cooling
the particles to lower temperatures, suggesting the use of
dense ultracold gases. Yet, in such a regime, collisional
processes can also lead to inhomogeneous broadening and
decoherence of the spin ensemble [16]. The spin-echo
technique can in principle just as well cancel out mean-
field shift inhomogeneities which is expected to restore
the coherence of a spin ensemble at low temperatures.
However, using Ramsey interferometry and the spin-
echo technique on an ultracold 87Rb ensemble confined
in an optical dipole trap, we observe the opposite be-
havior: applying a pi-pulse in the middle of the Ramsey
sequence increases spin dephasing leading to a faster loss
of coherence of the spin ensemble. This unexpected phe-
nomenon results from the interplay between the pi-pulse
and a collective spin self-rephasing (SSR) mechanism [18]
due to the cumulative effect of the identical spin rotation
effect (ISRE) in a trapped collisionless gas. Originating
from atomic interactions and indistinguishability, ISRE
is responsible for the exchange mean-field [19] and is char-
acterized by the exchange rate ωex = 4pi~a12n¯/m, where
a12 is the relevant scattering length [20], n¯ the mean
atomic density and m the atomic mass. In this Letter,
we investigate the interplay between the spin-echo tech-
nique and SSR, two different rephasing mechanisms that,
surprisingly, do not collaborate.
Experimental set-up - In our system, we manipulate
laser-cooled ultracold 87Rb atoms trapped in a 3D opti-
cal dipole trap red-detuned far from resonance (λ = 1070
nm). The trap consists of two intersecting beams of
30 and 176 µm waists with maximum powers of 6 and
45 W respectively. After loading the trap from a mag-
neto optical trap (MOT), we perform 2 s evaporative
cooling to reach a cloud temperature of T ∼ 500 nK
with trap frequencies {ω1, ω2, ω3} = 2pi × {27, 279, 269}
Hz. With n¯ in the range of 1012 at/cm3, we explore
the non-degenerate and collisionless (Knudsen) regime
where the trap frequencies are much larger than the
rate γc of lateral collisions. These collisions are veloc-
ity changing elastic collisions, also known to be responsi-
ble for collisional narrowing [21]. The rate γc is given
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FIG. 1. (color online). First experiment: Ramsey fringe con-
trast as a function of the mean atomic density n¯ at a fixed
Ramsey time TR = 0.4 s. Red squares and black dots cor-
respond to a Ramsey sequence with and without applying
a pi-pulse at tpi = TR/2 respectively. Lines correspond to
our simulation results [17]. Black line and dots: the contrast
increases with the atomic density which is characteristic of
the spin self-rephasing mechanism [18]. Red dashed line and
squares: the pi-pulse is expected to help canceling out the in-
homogeneous broadening leading to a much higher contrast.
Surprisingly for densities larger than 0.75× 1012 at/cm3, the
pi-pulse leads to a lower contrast which reaches a minimum at
an intermediate density 1×1012 at/cm3. This non-monotonic
behavior suggests a competition between spin echo and spin
self-rephasing mechanisms.
by ∼ 4pia2vT n¯, where a is the scattering length [22]
and vT =
√
kBT/m the thermal velocity of the atoms.
γc ∼ 2.4n¯ s−1 with n¯ in 1012 at/cm3 which, in our
range of densities, remains lower than 5 s−1. In order
to maximize the contrast of our interferometers, while
preserving highest atomic densities, the atoms are care-
fully polarized into the state |5s2S1/2, F = 1,mF = 0〉 to
avoid spin relaxation [23] and to minimize their sensitiv-
ity to parasitic magnetic fields. During the early stage of
evaporation, after switching on our quantification axis,
a σ-polarized resonant pulse on the |5s2S1/2, F = 1〉 to
|5s2P3/2, F ′ = 0〉 transition pumps 70% of the atoms into
the dark state |F = 1,mF = 0〉. A combination of mi-
crowave and optical pulses is then used after the evapora-
tion to purify the atomic sample leading to a highly polar-
ized spin ensemble where 98±1% of the atoms are in the
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 state. After this preparation sequence,
we use resonant microwave field on the |F = 1,mF = 0〉
to |F = 2,mF = 0〉 transition and perform Ramsey in-
terferometry. We can implement a standard Ramsey in-
terferometer ( pi/2 - TR - pi/2 ) or add a pi-pulse in the
interferometric sequence ( pi/2 - tpi - pi - t2 - pi/2 ) with
TR = tpi + t2. In particular we can realize a symmetric
Ramsey interferometer when t2 = tpi. After the interfer-
ometer, the atoms are released from the trap and the pop-
ulations in the two hyperfine states are measured. This
state selective detection is based on fluorescence in hori-
zontal light sheets at the bottom of the vacuum chamber
[24]. Since this detection system does not resolve the
different mF states, |F = 2,mF = ±1〉 states that are
created during the interferometer sequence by spin re-
laxation contribute as a background, which reduces the
contrast by about 15 % for TR = 1 s and n¯ = 2 × 1012
at/cm3.
First Experiment - To illustrate the effect of the
spin-echo technique and SSR onto the coherence of the
spin ensemble, we display in figure 1 measurements
of the Ramsey contrast with and without a pi-pulse
for different atomic densities n¯. To vary n¯, we vary
the number of atoms by changing the MOT loading
time, accessing densities from 0.3 to 2.5 × 1012 at/cm3
which modulate ωex/2pi = 7.5n¯ Hz with n¯ in 10
12
at/cm3. The cloud temperature was verified to re-
main constant within 15%. In this regime, inhomoge-
neous dephasing originates both from differential light
shift induced by the trapping lasers and from mean-
field interactions, and has for characteristic inhomogene-
ity ∆0/2pi = kBT/2h× δα/α+ 2
√
2~(a11 − a22)n¯/m us-
ing the same definition of ∆0 as in [18, 25]. Here δα and α
are the differential and the total light shift per intensity.
With δα/α = 5.93× 10−5 and a11, a22 the relevant scat-
tering lengths [20] we have ∆0/2pi ≈ 0.3 + 0.7n¯ Hz with
n¯ in 1012 at/cm3. The Ramsey time is TR = 2tpi = 0.4 s
and the Ramsey fringe contrast is deduced by scanning
the phase of the exciting field. Without any pi-pulse,
the contrast increases with the atomic density (figure 1
black dots), revealing the efficiency of the SSR mech-
anism. Applying a pi-pulse is expected to help cancel-
ing out the inhomogeneous broadening, thus leading to
a much higher contrast. For densities between 0.3 and
0.75×1012 at/cm3 the pi-pulse indeed increases the con-
trast with respect to a standard Ramsey interferometer,
but its efficiency is diminished as the density increases
(figure 1 red squares). In fact, for higher densities the
pi-pulse actually accelerates the dephasing, but in a non-
monotonic manner so that the contrast reaches a mini-
mum at an intermediate density 1×1012 at/cm3 and then
substantially recovers at highest densities. This behavior
traduces an unexpected competition between the indi-
vidual spin echo and the collective SSR mechanisms.
Two macrospins model - SSR was first observed in
a magnetically trapped 87Rb ensemble [18] and subse-
quently employed in an optical trap [25] to extend the
coherence time of a spin ensemble. This noteworthy col-
lective mechanism extends the coherence time up to sev-
eral seconds and leads to revivals of the contrast at pe-
riods of the ISRE: Tex = 2pi/ωex. Following the two
macrospins model of [26], we divide the atomic popula-
tion into two groups of equal size, each characterized by
a macrospin and represent them by their trajectory on
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FIG. 2. (color online). The atomic population is divided
into two equal classes of hot (red) and cold (blue) atoms that
are represented by their macrospins trajectories on the Bloch
sphere. (a) Inhomogeneous dephasing acts as a torque point-
ing in the wˆ direction that is of opposite sign for the two
classes of atoms (red and blue short arrows). (b) With the
ISRE, the effective magnetic field seen by the atoms is the
sum of the inhomogeneity and the exchange mean-field pro-
portional to the total spin (green arrow). As a consequence,
the hot (cold) macrospin precesses around the red (blue) long
arrow, so that if no pi-pulse is applied they rephase at time
Tex: this is the SSR (c). If one applies a pi-pulse when the two
macrospins are out of the equatorial plane (u, v), the rephas-
ing is degraded (d).
the Bloch sphere [18, 27]. The fast (slow) macrospin cor-
responds to the hot (cold) atoms which occupy higher
(lower) transverse states of the 3D harmonic oscillator.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the dynamics in
the rotating frame where the total spin always points in
the uˆ direction of the Bloch sphere, and the pi-pulses are
rotations of pi around this axis. Without the ISRE, the
effective magnetic field seen by the macrospins only con-
sists in the inhomogeneity which points along wˆ and in
opposite directions for the two macrospins. Hence the
fast macrospin rotates towards the right while the slow
macrospin rotates towards the left (figure 2(a)). Apply-
ing a pi-pulse at time tpi would swap the two macrospins,
so that at time 2tpi the macrospins would resynchronize
leading to a spin echo (not shown). With the ISRE, the
effective magnetic field is now the sum of the inhomogene-
ity and the exchange mean-field which is proportional
to the total spin. As a consequence the fast macrospin
rotates around this effective magnetic field displayed as
the long red arrow in figure 2(b), staying in the upper
hemisphere of the Bloch sphere, while the slow macrospin
evolves in the lower hemisphere. If no pi-pulse is applied,
the macrospins reach the equatorial plane again in their
initial direction uˆ at the exchange period: the synchro-
nization is perfect (figure 2(c)). However, if a pi-pulse
is applied, swapping the two macrospins positions, their
trajectories are not confined to the upper (lower) hemi-
sphere anymore (figure 2(d)), so that when they reach
the equatorial plane again, they are not aligned: syn-
chronization still occurs but is not perfect anymore. The
effect of the pi-pulse on SSR depends on the ratio between
tpi and Tex: when the macrospins are back in the equa-
torial plane the pi-pulse has no effect (tpi = pTex with
p ∈ N), while the effect is worst when the macrospins are
maximally out of the equatorial plane (tpi = (p+
1
2 )Tex).
Second Experiment - To further investigate the com-
petition, we performed standard and symmetric Ram-
sey interferometers scanning both the phase and the
Ramsey time TR from 0 to 900 ms. We extract the
fringe contrast as a function of time for different atomic
densities n¯ = {0.4, 0.9, 1.7, 2} × 1012 at/cm3 (figure 3).
Black circles correspond to standard Ramsey interferom-
eters and are similar to the ones in [18] whereas the red
triangles correspond to symmetric Ramsey interferome-
ters (t2 = tpi = TR/2). For the lowest density, inho-
mogeneous broadening results in a 1/e dephasing time
of T ?2 ≈ 0.2 s corresponding to an inhomogeneity of
∆0 ≈ 1/T ?2 ≈ 2pi × 0.8 Hz using the same notations
as [28], and agrees within 15% of our estimated inhomo-
geneity. In this regime we verify that the spin-echo tech-
nique is very efficient resulting in a 1/e coherence time of
T ′2 = 0.8 s (figure 3(a)). For the highest density, one ob-
serves a revival of the standard Ramsey interferometer’s
contrast at 0.25 s that also corresponds to a local mini-
mum of the symmetric one (figure 3(d)). Such a behavior
is what one would expect from the two macrospins model
described above. For the standard Ramsey interferom-
eter the spins are fully resynchronized at the exchange
period Tex resulting in a revival of the Ramsey contrast
at TR = 0.25 s. For the symmetric Ramsey interferome-
ter, for the same Ramsey time, the atoms were swapped
by a pi-pulse at tpi = TR/2 = 0.125 s (i.e. at half the
exchange period) resulting into an acceleration of the de-
phasing and the lowest contrast of the interferometer. We
observe that same phenomenon for different atomic den-
sities n¯ = {2, 1.7, 0.9}× 1012 at/cm3 at different Ramsey
time T0 ≈ {0.25, 0.32, 0.5} s with about the same scal-
ing n¯T0 ≈ cst. Notice that no such other modulation is
clearly observed at multiples p 6= 1 of the exchange pe-
riod as it is expected from our simple model. This can
be explained by our relatively high rate of lateral colli-
sions γc that perturb SSR, resulting in a damping of the
contrast revivals.
Third Experiment - To further understand the spin
dynamics and test our numerical model [17], we mea-
sured the evolution of the contrast after a fixed pi-pulse
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FIG. 3. (color online) Second experiment: Ramsey contrast versus Ramsey time TR for standard Ramsey interferometers (black
dots) and symmetric Ramsey interferometers with tpi = TR/2 (red triangles) for different atomic densities. Lines correspond to
numerical simulations. For details regarding our model and the values of fit constants see [17].
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FIG. 4. (color online) Third experiment: Ramsey contrast
versus Ramsey time TR with a fixed pi-pulse at tpi = 125
ms (green vertical line). Black triangles, red dots and blue
squares correspond to the experimental data for different
atomic densities. Lines correspond to numerical simulations
[17].
at tpi = 0.125 s, for three different atomic densities
n¯ = {0.4, 1.1, 2.5} × 1012 at/cm3 (figure 4). We scan
the Ramsey time TR between 0 and 900 ms (with t2 not
necessarily equal to tpi) in order to observe the forma-
tion of a spin echo. For the lowest density, we observe
a net revival of the contrast at TR = 2tpi = 0.25 s. As
it is expected when exchange interactions and thus SSR
are negligible, the pi-pulse reverses the inhomogeneous
dephasing and leads to a spin echo. For n¯ = 1.1 × 1012
at/cm3, a smaller echo occurs at a time TR ≈ 0.18 s
< 2tpi. This behavior is well reproduced by our model
and is a consequence of SSR which tends to faster resyn-
chronize the spins after the pi-pulse. Increasing further
the density, one can not see any echo since for such den-
sities the pi-pulse is now mostly a perturbation of SSR.
But, for Ramsey times TR > 2tpi, SSR (re)occurs at time
TR ≈ tpi +Tex resulting in a net revival of the contrast at
≈ 0.4 s. Note that the same behavior is observed for the
intermediate atomic density at TR ≈ 0.6 s. It can also
be reproduced by the simulation, but with other param-
eters (in particular a larger exchange rate), and at the
expense of a poorer agreement at short Ramsey times.
This behaviour remains to be explained.
In summary, we have investigated both experimen-
tally and theoretically the interplay between the spin-
echo technique and the spin self-rephasing mechanism in
a trapped atom interferometer. In particular, we show
that the complex spin dynamics resulting from the com-
petition between these two effects leads to non-trivial
evolution of the coherence of the atomic ensemble. We
propose a simple two macrospins model to give a quali-
tative insight into this dynamics. We also find a quan-
titative agreement between our measurements and the
results of a numerical simulation.
Spin echoes have been used in a recent work [29] to
observe the effect of the ISRE onto the spin diffusion
coefficient of a unitary degenerate gas, allowing for the
determination of the Leggett-Rice parameter [30]. Notice
that in such a study, by contrast to our situation, SSR
is absent as the gas is in the hydrodynamic rather than
collisionless regime.
Our results illustrate the crucial role played by atomic
interactions, in some case deleterious, in others beneficial,
in the dynamics of quantum sensors based on ultracold
atoms. In particular, the spin dynamics and coherence of
atom interferometers depend on the geometry of the sen-
sor, through the details of the pulse sequence one uses.
Whereas the spin-echo technique is not used in standard
Ramsey microwave interferometry for clock spectroscopy
and frequency measurements, it is widely used in other
interferometer configurations as for example for the mea-
surement of inertial forces, where pi-pulses are used to
cancel out all clocks effects. However, in such interfer-
ometers, the two partial wavepackets associated to the
two internal states do not overlap perfectly and ISRE is
expected to be weaker. The dependance of SSR with this
overlap can be studied in an interferometer using atoms
5trapped in a lattice, such as [31]. Another interesting
perspective would be to investigate if a modified pi-pulse
(e.g. a mirror pulse [17]) would allow producing bet-
ter spin echoes in the presence of ISRE. Similar issues
are currently being studied in the context of many-body
interacting quantum systems [32].
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